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craft & technique Don’t Let Cooling Baffle You It’s all about the flow A M Y L ABOD A
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eat kills engines. Which is why it is not surprising the history of powered flight has in part been driven by the search for engine designs that would keep things cool. The first airplane engines were modeled after automobile engines, with water jackets and radiators, but these proved to be cumbersome, heavy, and prone to leaks (today’s liquid-cooled aircraft engines are not). By 1927 the folks who manufactured Charles Lindbergh’s Wright J-5C Whirlwind had discovered fins—thin metal protrusions on the cylinder heads that jut out into the airflow and help dissipate the heat being generated by the explosive reaction inside the cylinder. Just a year or two later the Townend ring wrapped these finned cylinders to help streamline airplanes, and the first effective cooling cowl was born. This speed ring squeezed air between the fins of the cylinders, and the Swiss mathematician Daniel Bernoulli taught us that any fluid (air included), when under pressure, speeds up. That fast air takes the heat away from the cylinders faster, too. National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics (NACA) cooling cowls on the big radial engines of the late 1930s took this pressure cooling concept to the next level. The big radials used a baffle box that captured the air entering the cowl and—by using seals between the cylinder heads



and the cowling, and between the cylinders themselves— channeled the air to where the most cooling was needed. A set of gill-like flaps at the back of the NACA cowl, logically named cowl flaps, could be opened and closed to increase or decrease the pressure of the air behind the baffling, regulating the amount of air that was literally sucked across the cylinders by the pressure differential in the engine from front to back. It wasn’t long before proponents of inline engines figured out that cylinder head fins and cowl baffles could be used to cool their machines, too. On an inline engine ambient air comes in one end of the cowling and is forced across the cylinders and then out the other end of the cowling. But most EAA members fly behind horizontally opposed piston engines, and that’s the engine most of us have had to wrestle with when it comes to baffling. Most horizontally opposed engine cooling configurations bring ambient air in through scoops or intakes just behind the propeller, and draw it across the top of the engine, where the cylinder heads reside. The typical installation is a classic baffle box that uses the top of the engine cowling as its lid, and uses plastic, high temperature silicon, fiberglass, metal, or even leather to shunt the air over and between the cylinders and down through the engine to its lower section. Once the air en-



NACA cooling cowls on the big radial engines of the late 1930s took the pressure cooling concept to the next level, and created a baffle box.
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ters the lower section an outlet, sometimes shaped with a lip or ﬂange or containing a hinged cowl ﬂap, creates a lower pressure pull, and literally sucks the air out of the lower cowling and into the slipstream surrounding the airplane. The key to making any pressure cowling work, you’ve probably guessed by now, is maintaining a good pressure differential across the bafﬂed area, and that means you’ve got to master two issues when ﬁtting your engine into your cowling: You have to make sure that the bafﬂing is tight, without leaks that can bleed pressure off, and you’ve got to make sure the environment in the lower engine cowl creates the proper suction to pull the air down and out, and dissipate the heat away from your engine. Perfectionists such as J.M. Dwight, an EAAer who has installed a P. Ponk engine conversion in his 1957 Cessna 182A, take this kind of detail work seriously, and it pays off.



To effectively direct air past the cylinder cooling fins, the baffling gaskets must form a leak-free seal against the inside of the cowling.



J.M. Dwight
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Effective cooling starts with the air intake, and the shape makes a difference.
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“I actually take high temperature silicon adhesive, the red stuff, and apply it to all the seams and rivets and screws, anywhere that air could leak, even pinholes, if I can ﬁnd them,” says Dwight, an engineer by trade. “When the silicon adhesive is dry, you can gently sand it until it looks like your silicon bafﬂing is one solid piece. You’ve welded it with the adhesive and created a great-looking, solid barrier to the air. That’s what creates your tight seal, and gets the air moving through the ﬁns efﬁciently,” he says. Dwight has been rewarded with cylinder head temperatures that rarely see 350ºF even in climbs on his high horsepower machine. “The most overlooked component of any modern engine cooling package is deﬁnitely the 6060 aluminum bafﬂing,” says Tom Heid, of High Performance Air Parts, in New Prague,



Minnesota. His company makes new, direct replacement bafﬂing for many different aircraft. “People patch and replace the silicon because it is inexpensive, but they forget to check the aluminum components for cracks and corrosion over time. If there is no integrity to the aluminum, it will leak just like the silicon,” he says. Some big bore six-cylinder engines, such as the one Dwight has installed in his Cessna, have been ﬁtted with stainless steel augmenter tubes. These tubes use Bernoulli’s principle and the pressurized hot exhaust gases of the engine itself to draw the air out of the bottom cowling faster, therefore creating even lower pressures, which draw the air in the upper cowling through the ﬁns and bafﬂes even faster, too. My Cessna 182, along with having two cowl ﬂaps, also has semi-adjustable vents on the lower cowl to help increase the airﬂow there. Other engine manufacturers and even some kit manufacturers have eschewed the pressure cowling as a cooling device for a plenum, which is essentially a pressure box that is formed of ﬁberglass around the cylinders and does not use the engine cowling as its lid. This allows manufacturers or kit builders to create lighter top cowls, since the cowling no longer functions as a pressure chamber. The plenums are commonly made of a high-temperature ﬁberglass that can be formed into compound curves and ﬁtted fairly snug around the cylinders on the top of the engine. Some plenums allow for a mixing of air from one side of the engine or the other, while others are tightly ﬁtted to each side and draw in air from separate inlets. It is important, too, to factor the location of the bottom of your cylinder heads, and the location of exhaust conduits into the airﬂow equation. If you can’t get the now-hot air out of the lower cowl fast enough, you’ll ﬁnd yourself with oddball issues that show up with frequency



now that most modern engines have a temperature probe on every cylinder. In my airplane, for instance, cylinder number 1 gets hot in the climb, while cylinder number 4 warms up in cruise. It is deﬁnitely an airﬂow issue, and most likely an airﬂow issue that is happening underneath the bafﬂe box. Troubleshooting these kinds of cooling issues takes patience, and a little of that perfectionism that EAAer



J.M. Dwight possesses. Proper engine cooling with a minimum drag penalty is critical to the success of any aircraft project, be it a kit, plans-built, or certiﬁcated aircraft that you are refurbishing. And the process of cooling is as much an art, in its subtleties, as it is a science. Here are ﬁve tips from the experts: • Measure what you can. If you have the tools to check the pressure
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differential between the top of your engine and the bottom, you can measure the efﬁciency of your bafﬂe box or plenum. • Study other builders’ successes. A little note taking can go a long way toward solving your engine cooling equation without having to reinvent the entire process. • LoPresti proved decades ago that the shape of your air intakes and exhaust ports and the angles of any cowl vanes or vents, even the ﬁt of your cowl ﬂap, are subtle but critical for creating an effective airﬂow across your cylinder heads. • You need to exercise extreme precision when forming your airtight bafﬂe box, your inter-cylinder bafﬂes,



The key to making any pressure cowling work is maintaining a good pressure differential across the baffled area. or your plenum. Pinholes and tiny leaks can wreak havoc on your cooling airﬂow. • Pay as much attention to the lower cowl airﬂow as you do to the upper engine airﬂow to avoid hot spots that will show up on your engine monitor, or in cylinder head failures from overheating damage.



DeKevin Thornton



A NACA ring, also known as a speed ring, was a late 1930’s innovation that funnled air over the cylinders to aid cooling. This example is on a elegantly restored cabin Waco.
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